Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Fear is the path to the dark side!

Section 1

Can you correctly punctuate
the direct speech in this sentence?
Fear is the path to the dark side!
exclaimed Yoda.

6

Section 2

Can you think of words that ends in -ue that match
the definition?
You have one inside your mouth 

Section 3

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled up
a pronoun word. Can you
help him to unjumble it?
shi


Section 5
Section 4

Use an apostrophe to create a contracted
form of these words:
can not - 
should have - 

Sort these words into the word table:
went kitchen dartboard polite vicious
caught
verbs

nouns

Section 6

Can you spell these ‘ure’
words correctly?

adjectives




Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Fear is the path to the dark side!

Section 1

Can you correctly punctuate
the direct speech in this sentence?
"Fear is the path to the dark side!"
exclaimed Yoda.

6

Section 2

Can you think of words that ends in -ue that match
the definition?
You have one inside your mouth tongue

Section 3

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled up
a pronoun word. Can you
help him to unjumble it?
shi
his

Section 5
Section 4

Use an apostrophe to create a contracted
form of these words:
can not - can't
should have - should've

Sort these words into the word table:
went kitchen dartboard polite vicious
caught
verbs

nouns

adjectives

caught

kitchen

polite

went

dartboard

vicious

Section 6

Can you spell these ‘ure’
words correctly?
treasure

measure

Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Fear is the path to the dark side!

Section 1

Can you write Yoda’s words as
an accurately-punctuated direct
speech?


6

Section 2

Can you think of words that ends in -ue that match
the definition?
You have one inside your mouth 
Special/a one-off 

Section 3

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled up
two pronoun words. Can
you help him to unjumble
them?
shi




Section 4

Use an apostrophe to create the contracted
form of these words:
can not - 
should have - 



Section 5

Sort these words into the word table:
went kitchen dartboard polite never
vicious caught usually
verbs

ouy

nouns

adverbs

Section 6

Can you spell these ‘ure’
words correctly?

adjectives


must not - 




Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Fear is the path to the dark side!

Section 1

Can you write Yoda’s words as
an accurately-punctuated direct
speech?
Accept
accurately-punctuated
direct speech, e.g. “Fear is the path
to the dark side!” exclaimed Yoda.

6

Section 2

Can you think of words that ends in -ue that match
the definition?
You have one inside your mouth tongue
Special/a one-off unique

Section 5
Section 4

Use an apostrophe to create the contracted
form of these words:
can not - can't
should have - should've
must not - mustn't

Sort these words into the word table:
went kitchen dartboard polite never
vicious caught usually
verbs

nouns

adverbs

adjectives

caught

kitchen

usually

polite

went

dartboard

never

vicious

Section 3

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled up
two pronoun words. Can
you help him to unjumble
them?
shi

ouy

his

you

Section 6

Can you spell these ‘ure’
words correctly?
treasure

measure

furniture

Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Fear is the path to the dark side!

Section 1

Can you write Yoda’s words as
an accurately punctuated direct
speech?

Now, accurately punctuate direct speech for
another famous quote.


Section 4

6

Section 2

Can you think of words that ends in -ue that match
the definition?
You have one inside your mouth 
Special/a one-off 
Football teams may play in one of these 

Sort these words into the word table:
went kitchen dartboard polite never
vicious caught usually
verbs

Mr Whoops has
accidentally
jumbled up three pronoun
words. Can you help him
to unjumble them?
shi

ouy

em



Section 5

Use an apostrophe to create the contracted
form of these words:

Section 3

nouns

adverbs

Section 6

Can you spell these ‘ure’
words correctly?

adjectives


can not - 
should have - 



must not - 
Now, write a sentence in the perfect present tense
which contains one of these contracted forms.

Challenge: Now write one sentence that uses a
word from each of the word classes.
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Fear is the path to the dark side!

Section 1

Accept accurate speech punctuation,
e.g. “Fear is the path to the dark
side!” exclaimed Yoda.
Accept any quote written with accurate
speech punctuation, e.g. “That was one
small step for man and one giant leap for
mankind!” stated Neil Armstrong proudly.

6

Section 2

Can you think of words that ends in -ue that match
the definition?
You have one inside your mouth tongue
Special/a one-off unique
Football teams may play in one of these league

Use an apostrophe to create the contracted
form of these words:
can not - can't
should have - should've
must not - mustn't
Accept any present perfect tense sentence
with can’t, should’ve or mustn’t with has/
have followed by the past participle of the
verb, e.g. Billy has knocked over his mum’s
best vase and he can’t fix it.

Mr Whoops has
accidentally
jumbled up three pronoun
words. Can you help him
to unjumble them?
shi

ouy

em

his

you

me

Section 5

Sort these words into the word table:

Section 4

Section 3

verbs

nouns

adverbs

adjectives

caught

kitchen

usually

polite

went

dartboard

never

vicious

Challenge: Now write one sentence that uses a
word from each of the word classes.
Accept a sentence with a word from each column,
e.g. Usually, the polite girl went into the kitchen
to offer everyone a drink.

Section 6

Can you spell these ‘ure’
words correctly?
treasure
measure
furniture
manure

